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Abstract. During the development of a commercial vacuum interrupter for application in HV
switchgear at a rated voltage of 145 kV, we investigated the behavior of vacuum arcs controlled by
axial magnetic fields (AMF). AMF arc control is already extensively used in medium voltage (1-52 kV)
applications, the key difference is the 2-3 times larger contact gap and the corresponding reduction of
the AMF strength for HV applications. We conducted several stress tests with short circuit currents
up to 40 kA, thus not only testing the interrupting capability, but also the electrical endurance of
such a contact system. We also investigated the dielectric behavior of the vacuum interrupter by
testing the capacitive switching duty. Despite the large number of operations, the contacts showed
a minimal amount of contact erosion and damage and demonstrated behavior very similar to the
extensive experience with MV vacuum interrupters. In line with simulation results, we conclude that
even at high contact gaps and currents, a diffuse vacuum arc was maintained which distributed the arc
energy evenly over the contacts.
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1. Introduction
Vacuum interrupters (VI) have been used in high volt-
age (HV) applications above 52 kV from the start of
practical VI manufacturing in the late 1950’s and
early 1960’s. Early circuit breaker designs success-
fully achieved ratings up to 145 kV/40 kA [1] and
132 kV/3500MVA [2] in type tests, and achieved some
limited field use. However, the circuit breakers were
extremely complex, using multiple VI in series [1],
often with complex voltage grading systems [2]. The
complexity and cost of these circuit breakers limited
their use to very isolated examples. A concerted focus
on HV VI development in Japan resulted in the field
installation of approximately 8300 circuit breakers
using VI from the late 1970’s to 2010 [3]. 99% of these
circuit breakers were for 72 kV and lower system volt-
ages. Many of these designs, especially in later years,
used a single VI or at most two VI in series instead of
the previous multiple VI systems. Nevertheless, even
in Japan only a very small percentage of the installed
base of HV circuit breakers used vacuum.
In the 2000’s, a broader interest in the use of VI

for HV circuit breakers arose, primarily driven by le-
gal burdens and restrictions on the use of SF6. This
renewed focus centered on applications for system
voltages of 110-170 kV. Interest appeared in Europe
[4, 5], China [6], and Korea [7]. These were primarily
R&D projects; however, a series of type tests were per-
formed on a single-break VI design for 126 kV/40 kA
from a Chinese university, which however did use SF6
as an external insulation [8].

Very early in the development of VI, it was thought
that holding off the voltage would be straightforward,
but current interruption would be difficult. This re-
sulted in some early designs for >72 kV applications
as load break switches and capacitor switches [9]. In-
stead, while high current interruption was manageable,
enabling generator breaker applications up to 100 kA
[10] and several specialized designs for high currents
up to 200 kA [11–13] application to voltages above
the medium voltage (MV) range faced several chal-
lenges. One fundamental problem was the general
dependence of the breakdown voltage on the contact
gap, which scales as roughly the square root of the
contact separation [14]. In the MV range, this leads
to very moderate contact gaps that are very com-
patible with various arc control techniques using the
magnetic field generated by the short-circuit current
[14, 15]. HV (high voltage) applications, particularly
for system voltages >=110 kV, require longer contact
gaps that creates challenges for arc control [16] and
prompted consideration of sophisticated contact open-
ing parameters [17]. In addition, a high voltage across
an open metal contact gap in vacuum can produce
x-ray emission, with increasing risk of x-ray emission
as the voltage increases [18].
A concerted effort lead to the successful complete

type testing of a commercial SF6-free vacuum circuit
breaker for 145 kV/40 kA. The tests included verifica-
tion of the complete range of requirements for practical
circuit breaker applications. This achievement built
on considerable efforts in the field experience of 72 kV
circuit breakers with VI [19], control of x-ray emission
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Arc voltage Normal current Short-circuit breaking current
Vacuum, AMF-contact 30 – 40 Volts 10,000 operations 50 operations
SF6, self-compression Several Kilovolts 6,000 operations 12 operations

Table 1. Comparison of typical breaking performance for vacuum and SF6.

from HV VI [20], and modeling of the arc behavior
[16].

2. Experiments
The 3AV1 passed all relevant tests to ensure the relia-
bility of a fully type tested product.
In comparison to a gas circuit breaker, the stress

on vacuum interrupter contacts during switching op-
erations with normal and short-circuit currents is
significantly lower. The short arcing times and the
low arc voltage of vacuum interrupters help to reduce
the contact wear inside of the vacuum interrupter.
This results in a significantly higher number of

breaking operations for vacuum interrupters compared
to gas circuit breakers, enabling the design of vacuum
interrupters capable to switch currents of several kA
up to a million times, e.g., in tap changer applications
[14].
In order to determine the high switching capa-

bility of our commercial vacuum interrupter for
145 kV/40 kA, we have performed arc voltage and
arcing times investigations in extended high-power
test series. In the latter, we demonstrate that the
stresses of several high-power type tests can be han-
dled with a single vacuum interrupter, and the electri-
cal endurance performance is superior to established
commercial high-voltage SF6 switchgear.
Table 1 compares the arc voltage during a short

circuit current interruption using our 145 kV high-
voltage vacuum and a commercial 145 kV SF6 gas cir-
cuit breaker. Whereas the intensively cooled plasma
column of a SF6 circuit breaker produces several kilo-
volts of arc voltage, the vacuum arc voltage is of the
order of some 10V only, resulting in a two orders of
magnitude lower arc energy dissipated in the inter-
rupter unit of the circuit breaker.

In Fig. 1, we compare minimum arcing times of our
tests with a commercial 145 kV SF6 gas circuit breaker
with our 145 kV vacuum circuit breaker for a number
of high-power test duties according to international
standards (e.g. IEC 62271-100, etc.). Whereas for
the SF6 circuit breaker, minimum arcing times of 12–
16ms are observed, the minimum arcing times for
the vacuum circuit breaker are in the range of 4–6ms
only. This results in significantly shorter arc durations
for our vacuum circuit breaker, i.e. a second effect
reducing the arc energy impact on the contact system
of the interrupter unit compared to SF6 gas circuit
breakers.
In our experiments, we found that these effects

result in pratically neglibible erosion (see section 3) of
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Figure 1. Comparison of minimum arcing times be-
tween SF6 and vacuum in type test duties.

test duty Current [kA] Operations
T10 4 9
T30 12 7
T60 24 9
L75 30 8
OP2 6 - 10 9
T100a 40 4

T100s(b) 40 13
Verification 40 3

Integrity Check 6 - 17 3
Sum 65

Table 2. Summary of test duties conducted with a
single vacuum interrupter.

the vacuum interupter unit during type test for high-
voltage circuit breakers according to international
standards. As an example, during the development
of our 145 kV/40 kA vacuum circuit breaker, we have
performed the series of type tests with a single vacuum
interruper given in Table 2. We performed 65 high-
power tests including 17 tests T100a and T100s, which
represent the highest thermal stress for the contacts
of the standard type tests according to interantional
standards.

For commercial 145 kV self-compression gas circuit
breakers, the contact system and nozzle show a pro-
nounced erosion during switching operations with
rated short-circuit currents, so that the interrupter
unit needs to be replaced after about 12 operations.
As indicated in Table 1, the number of high-current op-
erations for our vacuum interrupter in the high-power
test series was significantly higher.
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Figure 2. Picture of one contact surface of the opened
VI after all current interruptions.

We have also successfully performed line– and cable–
charging capacitive switching tests with a capacitive
voltage factor kc = 1.4 where we achieved the highest
capacitive switching class (very low probability of
restrike) C2. This demeonstrated that high voltage
vacuum circuit breakers are not limited to capacitive
switching class C1 [8].
All tests were concluded with verfication tests, in-

tegrity tests and condition checks according to the
specific international standard being tested (eg. IEC
62271-100, etc.).

3. Experimental Results
After all tests, which were part of the realized type
test procedure, the vacuum interrupter was opened
and inspected. Figure 2 shows a picture of the contact
plate surface. We found that the contacts suffered
almost no wear which indicates that their lifetime is
significantly higher than tested in our extended test
series.
A suitably dimensioned AMF contact system is

essential for low contact erosion and ensures a high
number of successful breaking operations. In summary,
we can state that for appropriately dimensioned AMF
contacts contact wear seem to play an almost negli-
gible role. After the thermal load for the confirmed
breaking operations, the loss of contact material is
negligible. Therefore, we can conclude that contact
wear of 145 kV vacuum interrupters does not need
to be monitored during the electrical lifetime of the
circuit breaker.

4. Simulation Results
The simulations are based on a two-temperature
magneto-hydrodynamic model of the arc plasma. The
AMF produced by the current path in the contacts

Figure 3. Plot of the streamlines of the ion velocity
of ions emerging from the cathode (side-view). The
cathode is located at the bottom, the anode is located
at the top. Shown is the full contact diameter and
contact gap.

is first calculated using standard FEM-tools. Then a
smoothed approximation of this AMF is used as input
for the plasma model. Details of this model can be
found in Refs [21] and [22].

The arc plasma is simulated within a cylindrical vol-
ume between a pair of disc-shaped electrodes. Plasma
length and disc diameter correspond to the contact
gap length and the contact diameter of our commer-
cial circuit breaker. The applied current was 40 kA
(RMS).

Figure 3 shows a side-view of the streamlines of the
ions emerging from the cathode. Although a slight
contraction of the arc can be seen in this result it
still remains in a diffuse state. For the design of the
contacts it is crucial to establish enough AMF to keep
at least such a partly diffuse state of the arc. So the
simulation model proved to be a useful tool to explore
the contact designs for the high gaps needed in this
application.

5. Conclusion
Vacuum interrupters are the dominant technology
for circuit breakers in medium voltage applications
based on the long electrical life at load and short-
circuit currents, as well as being maintenance-free
and offering minimal contact erosion during operation.
Issues with the relatively long contact gap required for
HV applications initially prevented the penetration of
vacuum into HV circuit breakers and switches, aside
from a few specialized applications. Extensive efforts
in arc modeling guided the successful development
of AMF arc control techniques for these long contact
gaps. Type testing verified the performance of VI
for practical HV circuit breaker applications. Further
high-power testing demonstrated that VI in HV keep
the advantages seen in MV applications, such as very
long electrical life and minimal contact erosion.
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